India quicks star with bat and ball to beat England by 151 runs

Shami, Bumrah knocks set 272-run target, later returns to take 3 wickets; Siraj scalps 4

FOOTBALL

Afonso Nunes starred in Porto’s victory on Sunday as the Primera Liga side won 2-1 at Gondomar, but his chief concern is the future of his family as he has been unable to get them out of the country.

Afonso Nunes is a Brazilian footballer who has played for several clubs in Portugal, including Porto, where he has been a key player in recent seasons. Despite his success on the pitch, he faces challenges off the field, particularly in regards to the safety of his family.

CRICKET

WI clinch one-wicket win as Pakistan see chances slip away

Al-Tamimi survives scare to reach second round at British Open
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I JUST DECIDED TO TAKE IT STEP BY STEP, RUN BY RUN

West Indies scrambled a pul-

over Pakistan on Sunday as the

pitch dominated the contest that

led to the first Test of the two-

match series at Sabina Park.

Defending a modest target of 164

after they were dismissed in the

opening session, Shahnawaz Dhani

hit the charge with 48 and 108 to

take them past the 100-run mark.

Najmul laut eventually completed

the job with 15 and 53 not out.

Seeds was named man of the

match for her two-fifer, which

included five for 152 in the second

spell. The left-hander, who has

been out of sorts for some time,

decided to take the plunge to

become part of the West Indies

in the West Indies.

"I just decided to take

it step by step, run by run," she

said. "Yesterday evening we

spoke and we said we would try to

win the game and take the boot
ty," she said. Thus seeds had

won two matches on major

tour. She added, "The last time I

went to the West Indies, I

remembered that we had

problems with our wickets. This

time it was excellent and

everything went our way."

The visitors are still 76 runs

behind with 12 wickets standing.

West Indies are playing only

one spinner in this series and

may have to add another

spinner to their bowling for

the second game.

WI clinch one-wicket win as Pakistan

see chances slip away

Adyn, Mashal of New Vision Badminton Sport win U-11 titles

Neha Vagh and Maham Siddiqui of New Vision Badminton Sports won the overall titles in the Inter-boys and Inter-girls categories respectively at the Badminton competition, conducted by the Sports Association of Andhra Pradesh (AAP) and held at Middle East International School, District-12, from August 12 to 20.

In the under-11 girls’ category, Adyn, Mashal defeated Maham Siddiqui of New Vision Badminton Sport in the finals to win the championship. She took the title with a score line of 11-10, 11-8, 10-11 and 11-5.

In the under-11 boys’ category, Vagh defeated Maham Siddiqui to win the title. She took the title with a score line of 11-9, 7-11, 11-1, 11-5, 11-9 and 11-3.

Another TT team member Kaniz Kost won the championship in the under-15 category.

The tournament was conducted under the aegis of the Inter-schools and Inter-boys competitions under the under-11, under-13 and under-15 categories and under-12, under-14 and under-16 categories.
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Medvedev towers over Opelka to win Toronto Masters

I WANT TO PLAY BETTER, TO PLAY MORE...
Nagelsmann eyes his 1st Bayern title

Bayern are also yet to win a match under their new coach Julian Nagelsmann, who succeeded Hansi Flick in charge when the German champions fired Niko Kovac in November last year.

There were high expectations for the 33-year-old former cbayern player and coach when the Bavarians paid RB Leipzig 25 million euros for Nagelsmann in October 2019.

"This is obviously encouraging," Nagelsmann said. "We have a lot of proposals and it serves as a boost to us.

Barca escape financial hole in 18 months, president says

Barcelona can reverse the situation within a year.

"Soccer is team work so we must have a good team," claimed Nagelsmann, who succeeded Hansi Flick in charge when the German champions fired Niko Kovac in November last year.

"We inevitably thought about what happened with Eriksen, the whole team and everyone was scared. We're happy for Kalu, everything is fine and that's the most important thing," he said.

Qatari doubles team wins gold at Arab table tennis

Barca have a lot of proposals and it serves as a boost to us.

"It was a brilliant start to their season," Nagelsmann said. "The way we control the space in front of our defence line is very important to us."

The Norwegian forward had scored a hat-trick when the German Cup first round earlier this month.

"They have had a brilliant start to their season," Nagelsmann said. "They have a very good team but we have to control the space in front of our defence line."

"We are also yet to win a match under our new coach, Julian Nagelsmann, who succeeded Hansi Flick in charge when the German champions fired Niko Kovac in November last year."

"We inevitably thought about what happened with Eriksen, the whole team and everyone was scared. We're happy for Kalu, everything is fine and that's the most important thing," he said.

Barca have a lot of proposals and it serves as a boost to us.
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